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This year, if you read the nominees for IMPALA’s Independent 
Album of the Year, you will notice the name Dubioza Kolektiv. 
To the uninitiated, DK are a band from Bosnia known for their 
fresh take on hip hop, mixed with reggae, dub, rock and Bosnian 
folklore; others more familiar with the name know them as a killer 
live band, and notorious leaders in the fight for social change in 
their home country. Though relatively new to audiences in “The 
West”, the group has already established itself as among the best and most popular live outfits in Eastern Europe, and with 
the international release of their upcoming album “Wild Wild East” in Summer of 2011, their recognition will only continue 
to grow.

So what makes them different from everyone else? Well, for one thing, their personal story. In fact, all of them spent their 
teenaged years in the middle of a war, under siege. Carrying thousands litres of water over long distances was a daily chore, 
all the while never knowing what bullet or shell would end their lives, or the lives of their family and friends (many of whom 
were killed or injured). And yet, through making music in basement shelters (as long as the electricity worked) is how they 
learned to play their instruments, and more importantly, how to resist the negativity of the war. This is a band that takes 
music seriously.

Initially, the concept of the band came through an urgent need to voice the problematic issues in Bosnian society, while 
also showing the rest of the world that life in the Balkans exists outside of the familiar and overused media stereotypes. 
Understandably then, many of Dubioza Kolektiv’s lyrics revolve around themes of peace, understanding and tolerance, 
alongside an extreme criticism of nationalism and injustice; but what gives these lyrics weight is that they speak with the 
authority of direct experience.

DK is well known in Bosnia for practicing what they preach. They have lent support to the first grass-roots civil society group 
“Dosta” by recording a special song for the movement, and organizing a huge protest concert before 2006 general elections. 
Their album release party for their fourth album “Firma Ilegal” took place in front of the Bosnian Parliament, in a powerful 
statement against government corruption, and garnered massive coverage in the national press. Finally, in 2010 the band 
spearheaded a national voting drive with concerts in all of the major Bosnian cities, aimed to increase the turnout of younger 
population in 2010 elections. These shows were considered a complete success, with packed venues, thousands of young 
people registering to vote. 

Now, after eight years and five albums under their belts, (their sixth, “Wild Wild East”, due for international release in 
September of 2011), they can claim a list of accomplishments that would make any musicians proud: a diehard fan base (“5 
do 12” boasts over 100,000 downloads and counting). Outside of the Balkans, they’ve been nominated for “Independent 
Album of the Year 2011”, have been recognized by the BBC and Time Magazine as a legitimate voice of Bosnia. Now, with 
the support an international record label and months of touring ahead, there is nowhere else for the band to go but up.

But let’s back to the music: if you’re looking for macho, money-and-ego driven posturing, you won’t find it here; no MTV 
“rude boy” gangstas, no strippers or bling, no brands or corporate endorsements from the international fashion industry. 
Rather, they take on the traditional musical forms with their unique perspective, shaped by a war that changed their lives 
forever; and all done in a blast of positivity that feels like breath of fresh air.



DUBIOZA KOLEKTIV BAND INFO
Almir Hasanbegovic – vocals
Adis Zvekic – vocals
Brano Jakubovic – keys/sampler
Vedran Mujagic – bas
Armin Busatlic – guitar
Senad Suta – drums
Dragan Jakubovic – sound technician
Mario Sevarac – saxophone

DISCOGRAPHY
• April 2004—Dubioza kolektiv, LP, Gramofon
• December 2004—Open Wide, EP, Gramofon // 

EP Open Wide containing tracks featuring dub 
poet Benjamin Zephaniah and Mush Khan from 
Pakistani-UK band Fun-da-mental.

• June 2006—Dubnamite, LP, Gramofon // Guests 
on the album are Defence and French artist 
Niköll (Nicolas Cante).

• 2007—Unpopular Singles, Compilation CD, Gramofon
• March 2008 —Firma Ilegal, LP, EKIPA / Menart / PGPRTS // “Firma Ilegal” band’s first album in Bosnian language. Guest 

artists on the “Firma Ilegal” album are Adnan Hamidovic a.k.a. Frenkie (track “Dosta”) and Gino Banana from Kultur Shock 
(track “Stav”).

• April 2010—5 do 12, Menart // Album “5 do 12” was released for free download on 12th April 2010 at web site dubioza.org. 
It contains 9 new songs in the Bosnian language and guest artists appearing on this record are Saša Lošić Loša (Plavi orkestar) 
and Macedonian band Superhiks. Album was downloaded more then 100.000 times since it was released. Menart Record 
released “5 do 12” CD/DVD containing new songs and 11 remixes done by Vuneny (BiH), Elemental (CRO), E-base (CRO), 
Hain Teny (SR), Diskobajagi (BiH), Balkantronika (DE). Nominated for IMPALA’s Best Independent Album of the Year 2010.

PAST PERFORMANCES:
Sziget Festival, Hungary (2005/2006), Socha Reggae Riversplash Festival, Slovenia (2005), Exit Festival, Serbia 
(2005/2007/2009), Eurosonic Festival, Netherlands (2005), Topvar Rock Festival, Slovakia (2005/2006), Barevná planeta 
festival, Czech Republic (2005), Rototom Festival, Italy (2006), Colors of Ostrava Festival, Czech Republic (2006/2007/ 
2011), Fete de l’Humanite, France (2006), Balkan Trafik Festival, Belgium (2007), Real Beat Festival, Czech Republic (2007), 
Couleur Cafe Festival, Belgium (2007), Taksirat, Macedonia (2007/ 2011), Belgrade Beer Fest, Serbia (2008/ 2011), Bruis 
Festival, Netherlands (2008), Viva la Pola Festival, Croatia (2008/2009), Dirty Old Festival, Croatia (2009), Križanke Urban 
Fest, Slovenia (2009), Njoki Summer Festival, Slovenia (2009), Rockoupani Festival, Czech Republic (2009), Pivolend festival, 
Macedonia (2009), Hartera festival, Croatia (2010), T-Mobile INmusic Festival, Croatia (2010/ 2011), Fusion Festival, 
Germany (2010), Dunya festival, The Netherlands (2011), IRAF Festival, Romania (2010/ 2011), Mondiali Antirazzisti festival, 
Italy (2011), Terraneo Festival, Croatia (2011) and numerous festival and club gigs all around Europe.

BAND WEBSITES
www.dubioza.org
www.myspace.com/dubioza
www.facebook.com/dubioza

BAND VIDEOS (BROADCAST QUALITY)
www.vimeo.com/dubioza 
www.youtube.com/dubiozatv
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